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president!

Giving Thanks at Thanksgiving
Now that we are at the start of the holiday season, I want to take time to
reflect on some of the things that I thank the club for.
First and foremost, are the many friends I have made over the years,
people that will surely remain life long friends. In fact I met my beautiful
wife, Anastasia, at a photo club (WPS). I don't know if I can put into words
the joy I get speaking to all of you and seeing your images at each
meeting. A member recently wrote to me saying that I served as an
inspiration to him. I must say that I think it's the other way around! The
club has inspired me and given me, please pardon the pun, a certain
focus. It's a wonderful creative and positive outlet that has changed my life.

Secondly, I'm thankful for the way photography has changed my way of
seeing. Everywhere I go I see the world in photographs. I have gained a
great appreciation for nature and wildlife. Even when I don't have a
camera I am awestruck by beautiful light on a specific scene.
These are just some of the things that I am thankful for as a result of my
involvement with this photo club.
What are you thankful for as a result of your involvement in BPS?
Wishing you all a joyous holiday!

Harvey

Using Backlighting to Enhance Your Images
CHRISTINA HARMAN / Contrastly Magazine 9/17 issue
photos by Anastasia Tompkins

Anastasia Tompkins

Backlighting, as the name suggests, is when the lighting is behind or in back of
your subject.
It’s the lighting that can be seen in portraits as rim lighting, softly illuminating
hair and clothing, and helping to separate the subjects from the background. It
can also be found in landscape images – as the sun setting behind a mountain,
dipping below the horizon – or partially obscured by a tree.
While it can be challenging to work with, when captured effectively,
backlighting can be used to dramatically enhance your images, and add depth
and visual interest to your compositions. In fact, many photographers consider
it to be the best type of lighting; ideal for creating images that have a
beautiful, ethereal look.
When captured properly, backlighting can result in some rewarding images.
With this in mind, let’s take a look at how you can use backlighting to enhance
your photos.

1. Know When to Go
In order to capture beautiful backlighting, you’ll need to know when to find it.
One of the best forms of backlighting is found during golden hour – morning
and late evening – when everything is awash in a golden glow. During golden
hour, the sun is at a lower angle in the sky, and the lighting is softer and far
easier to worth with. Golden hour is ideal for capturing portraits, landscapes,
and even nature and macro images.

Christins Harman
2. Capture Beautiful Portraits
Perhaps one of the most common uses of backlighting is for portraiture;
especially during golden hour, when the soft, late afternoon lighting produces
beautiful, flattering light. Positioning your subjects with their backs to the sun
can also help you to capture some gorgeous highlights.
With portraits, using a wide aperture will give you a shallow depth of field,
allowing you to draw the subject into focus while softly blurring the
background and foreground. You may want to consider purchasing a reflector,
to help bounce some of the light back onto your subjects’ faces for a beautiful,
more even exposure.

3. Photograph Amazing Landscapes
Backlighting also works spectacularly well for landscape images. For
landscapes, you’ll usually want to look for solid structures; such as a house,
building, lighthouse, or tree to include in your composition, and depth and
interest to your image. If the sun is especially bright, positioning something in
front of it can help to block some of the bright light; resulting in a beautiful
starburst effect.
Important: take care to protect your eyes. You’ll want to avoid looking directly
at the bright sun through the lens.

Anastasia Tompkins

4. Create Silhouettes
Another great thing about backlighting is the chance to create some silhouettes.
Sunrise and sunset present especially good opportunities for silhouette
photography. To capture silhouettes, position your subject in front of the sun,
then use spot metering to meter on a bright part of the scene to create a
silhouette effect. For a fun, starburst effect, try to position yourself so the sun is
partially obscured behind an object and use a narrow aperture like f/22.

Anastasia Tompkins

7. Use your Lens Hood
A lens hood is inexpensive and helpful when it comes to backlighting. Using a
lens hood will help your camera to focus when shooting into the light, and can
help to prevent lens flare as well. If you don’t have a lens hood, try shielding
some of the light with your hand to help your camera focus.

Anastasia Tompkins
8. Edit in Post
Backlit images can often benefit from a few adjustments in post-processing to
help enhance the end result. Often, details can be brought out of dark shadows.
Other times, you may want to create a composite image by blending two
images with different exposures together.
While backlighting can be a challenge, it’s a skill that’s worth having. Being
able to work with backlighting can help you to showcase your subject, or
composition at hand, in the best possible light, and will help you to capture
some beautiful, striking images. It will also allow you to work during difficult
lighting conditions; and give you the tools you need to create some truly
amazing works of art.

field trip fotos
FT TRYON MEDIEVAL FESTIVAL

harvey augenbraun

field trip fotos
FT TRYON MEDIEVAL FESTIVAL
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SCORES

competition #3

Judge: Hazel Meredith

BPS digital THEME competition 2017-2018

iom - night at the louvre
anastasia tompkins

hm - illuminations for the lady
paula pillione

BPS digital AR competition 2017-2018

iom - scarecrow lamp
george hansen

HM - cube
rudiy finelli

BPS digital B competition 2017-2018

No IOM or HM awarded

digital competition 2017-2018

iom - pregnant model
andrea nelson

hm - breaking the 4th wall
george hansen

digital AA competition 2017-2018

iom - ft tryon festival
anastasia tompkins

hm -patel tulip
veronica saunders

digital BW competition 2017-2018

iom - white pearl
Annette Colazzo-comito

hm - tri color
anastasia tompkins

SPOTLIGHT ON
Ramon Richards

Through photography, I learned how to love
and appreciate nature. I basically learned photography by reading a
lot of books and magazines about it. I bought my first camera in
1986, it was a Pentax P3. I was always shooting in Program mode

��

until I met this photographer Arnold Browe. He then introduced me
to another photographer Nelson Rodriguez, who belonged to a small
photo club that was perfect for me. I started shooting and learning
from guys like Jose Ubina and William Diaz..
Then, in 2016 William told me about the club BPS which I joined and
it has been a real blessing to me! My photography has improved
100%. I'm learning a lot from attending the competitions and hearing
the judges comments. I also love the field trips because I can learn
and ask questions to Mr Harvey and Anastasia. They love to teach
Photography as a way to express yourself and see the world and
nature from different perspectives. I like portrait photography as
well as nature. I feel as though photography is in my blood now,
when I grab my camera I feel that I'm the best I can be.
I love my family and friends that always support me and have a lot
patience when posing for me! They wait while I change lenses or to
take my time focusing each frame and shot.

Ramon Richards
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